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Abstract 

A methodology for classifying syntactic patterns is pro
posed in this paper that performs a branch and bound 
search over a set of prototypes. The prototypes are first 
clustered hierarchically and the search is performed 
over the hierarchy. The proposed technique is applied 
to a pattern recognition system where images are de
scribed by the sequence of features extracted from the 
chain codes of their contours. A rotationally invari
ant string distance measure is defined that compares 
two feature strings. The methodology discussed in this 
paper is compared to a nearest neighbor classifier that 
uses 12,000 prototypes. The proposed technique de
creases the time required to recognize a pattern by 93 
percent and maintains a recognition rate of greater 
than 90 percent. 

1 Introd uction 

Syntactic pattern recognition has been a topic of re
search interest for many years and has resulted in 
many successful applications such as character recog
nition [1] and digit recognition for postal codes [9]. A 
typical syntactic pattern recognition system first ex
tracts a set of structural features from an input image. 
The features are then recognized by a set of rules. The 
rule that matches best provides the classification of the 
input image. 

The advantages of this approach to pattern recog
nition are numerous. Most importantly, recognition 
can be fast as simple rules are often used. Sometimes 
a feature description is matched sequentially to rules 
and the first successful match provides the decision. 
This is a further advantage as the more frequently 
fired rules can be placed before the less frequently fired 
ones. Such speed considerations make this methodol
ogy ideal for real-time applications. 
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There are several disadvantages to implementing 
such a system. The most significant one is the de
velopment of the rule base. Typically, this is a time
consuming manual process in which a person writes a 
set of rules based on his or her experience and intu
ition. The rules are then used to recognize a set of 
training examples. The errors in recognition are in
spected and the rule base is tuned to eliminate them. 
This process is repeated until a desired level of per
formance is achieved. Because of the complex inter
actions that can occur between rules, many person
months may be required. A further significant dis
advantage of this method for rule base design is the 
difficulty of re-training on new data. The simple op
eration of adding a few new classes may require that 
the complete rule development process be repeated. 
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A non-parametric method that is relatively simple 
to train an"d often used to recognize statistical feature 
vectors is a nearest neighbor classifier. This technique 
uses a distance measure to compare an unknown pat
tern to a set of pre-classified training data. The deci
sion of the classifier is the class of the training sam
ple with the minimum distance to the unknown. A 
significant disadvantage of a nearest neighbor classi
fier is that the distance must be calculated between 
an unknown and every prototype each time a sample 
is recognized. This implies that the time requirement 
grows linearly with the number of training data. Thus, 
the overall recognition time can be impractical if thou
sands of prototypes are used. 

The execution time of a statistical nearest neigh
bor classifier has been improved by first hierarchically 
clustering feature descriptions that are separated by 
small distances. A branch and bound search is then 
executed on the cluster hierarchy to recognize an un
known pattern [5]. This limits the number of compar
isons that are performed. This methodology is suc
cessful when the clusters do not overlap one another 
and when there is a natural meaning to the radius of a 



cluster. That is, the center and the radius (maximum 
distance from the center to any training sample) form 
a multi-dimensional sphere such that if the distance 
from the center to an unknown is greater than the ra
dius, the unknown is outside the sphere. Thus, it is 
not necessary to compare the unknown to any of the 
samples within the cluster. This is true if the distance 
measure is symmetric, i.e., the distance from A to B 
is equal to the distance from B to A. 

This paper proposes to adapt the hierarchical clus
tering and branch and bound search techniques to syn
tactic pattern classification. A distance measure be
tween syntactic patterns is defined, based on the Lev
enshtein metric [7, 4]. A modification is introduced 
that allows for rotational differences between two pat
terns. This modified distance measure is used to con
struct a cluster hierarchy. The distance measure is also 
used in a branch and bound search over the hierarchy. 
Even though the distance measure is non-symmetric, 
it still allows for the construction of a hierarchy that 
adequately represents the data. It will be shown that 
a significant decrease in computation time is achieved 
at a minimal cost in recognition performance. 

The rest of this paper discusses the proposed algo
rithm. The distance measure and the clustering algo
rithms are defined and experimental results are pre
sented. 

2 Algorithm Description 

The algorithm contains two basic steps. A cluster hi
erarchy is first generated from the syntactic feature 
descriptions of a set of training data. An unknown 
pattern is classified by extracting its syntactic feature 
string and performing a branch and bound search over 
the cluster hierarchy. 

2.1 Feature Extraction 

A syntactic description of an image consists of struc
tural feature primitives that describe different local 
variations. Figure la shows an example of a set of 
structural feature primitives that are defined by the 
curvature around the contour of a binary image. 

An example of each feature is also shown. Eight 
contour primitives are given. Each of these is fur
ther described by one of 16 locations and one of eight 
directions. Figure lb shows an example of the digit 
"2". Specific features detected around its contour are 
indicated by the letters "a" through "k". The full 
structural description of these features is shown in Fig
ure lc. 
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2.2 Clustering 

A clustering process is applied over the training set to 
locate the subclasses that occur in each class. Each 
sample in the training set is associated with a truth 
value or class. Within each class, a large variation be
tween images is exhibited. Choosing one image as a 
representative for an entire class is difficult to do with
out over-generalizing. A solution is to further subdi
vide each class into its subclasses. A representative 
for each subclass can then be chosen more easily. A 
class can then be represented by prototypes from the 
subclasses. 

An agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm 
finds the subclasses in each class [2, 3]. All the data 
are separated into a small number of broad classes at 
the top of the hierarchy. These broad classes are fur
ther divided into smaller groups, and so on, until the 
terminal level of the hierarchy is reached. Individual 
training samples are stored here. Agglomerative tech
niques construct the hierarchy by successively merging 
samples and groups of samples together in a bottom-up 
fashion. Different levels of the hierarchy thus represent 
different amounts of blurring of the da,ta. 

The merging that occurs during clustering is a 
method of generalization. The effect of successive 
merges is to discard variations due to noise introduced 
by digitization, pen fluctuations, and writer inconsis
tencies, leaving only the essential descriptive features 
of a group of images. As the top of the cluster hier
archy is reached, more of the inconsequential features 
are removed. 

The clustering algorithm first computes a similarity 
measure between each sample and every other sample. 
Each sample is then merged with the sample it is clos
est to, i.e., the sample that minimized the similarity 
measure. The centers of the groups are then com
puted and the algorithm is re-applied to the centers. 
This process is repeated until the number of centers 
stabilizes. The resulting hierarchy and the samples it 
contains are stored for later use. 

2.2.1 Similarity Measure 

The similarity measure is based on a modified weighted 
Levenshtein distance [7]. The Levenshtein distance 
is defined as the minimum number of edit operations 
needed to transform one syntactic string into another. 
The edit operations are: insertion, deletion, and sub
stitution of one feature for another. An additional edit 
operation is added to make feature strings invariant to 
rotation. The algorithm for computing the similarity 
measure is stated below. It is based on a dynamic pro-



Contour Curvature Features Candidate Image 

TINE Convex Sharp Endpoint ~ XO Xl X2 X3 

POINT Small Highly Convex Point ~ 

ELBOW Convex with Far Sides ;, 
BEND Short Tightly Curved Convex ) 
ARC Long Rounded Convex ) 
RIFT Small Concave (Low Curvarure) ( 

FISSURE Mid Concave (Medium Curvature) ( 
CANYON Large Concave (High Curvature) ( (b) 

(a) 

Features Extracted 

a = Canyon @ West (x3, yO) 
b = Rift @ South (x2, yO) 
c = Tine @ West (xl, yO) 
d = Arc @ North West (x2, yO) 
e = Bend @ North East (x3, yO) 

(c) 

f = Canyon @ East (xl, y2) 
g = Rift @ North (x3, y3) 
h = Tine @ East (x3, y3) 
i = Arc @ South (x2, y3) 
j = Fissure, @ South (xl, y3) 
k = Tine @ South West (xO, y3) 

Figure 1: Feature Primitives 

gramming technique and not only returns a numerical 
value for the distance between two feature strings, but 
also a trace of the edit operations needed to convert 
one string into the other with minimal cost [8, 10]. 

The minimal cost D of transforming string A = 
aI, a2, ... , an into string B = b1 , b2 , ... , bm can be 
computed be the following recurrence equation for 
D(n, m). 

{ 

D(n,m-l)+C("",bm) 
min D(n-l,m)+C(an ,"") 

D(n - 1, m - 1) + C(an , bm ) 

insert bm 

delete an 

subst an for bm 

where D(i,O) = C(ai' " ") for all i, 0 ::; i ::; n, and 
D(O,j) = C(" ",b j ) for allj, 0::; j::; m. 

The cost matrix C is used to weight each of the edit 
operations. Insertion, deletions, and substitutions are 
given by C(" ", ai), C(ai, " "), and C(ai' bj ), respec
tively. Where ai and bj denote the primitives defined 
in the feature extraction step. 

Rotation invariance is accomplished by a rotation of 
one of the feature strings. Therefore the overall sim
ilarity measure is given by the minimum of D(nk' m) 
for k = 1, ... , n, where nk is the e h circular rotation of 
string A. 
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2.2.2 Definition of Cost Matrix 

The cost matrix adjusts the similarity measure to indi
vidual feature sets and initiates the appropriate merg
ing during clustering. The objective of clustering is to 
generalize images into subclasses. The essential fea
tures for each subclass need to be inferred from the 
training samples. When two similar feature strings are 
compared, the excess information due to writer varia
tion is removed. This leaves only those features that 
describe the particular image subclasses. This is ac
complished by adjusting the values in the cost matrix. 
An example of this is making the cost of deleting a fea
ture less than the cost of inserting it. This guarantees 
that clusters are formed by discarding excess features. 

It must be noted that by using a weighted cost ma
trix where the cost of inserting a symbol may be dif
ferent than the cost of deleting it, the similarity mea
sure may not satisfy the basic axioms for a metric. 
Symmetry, where D(i, q) = D(q, i), and the triangu
lar inequality, where D(i, q) ::; D(i,p)+D(p, q), do not 
necessarily hold. The implementation of the clustering 
algorithm has been designed to compensate for this. 



2.2.3 Cluster Agglomeration 

Cluster agglomeration is the merging of sample data 
into clusters. To merge two feature strings, the edit 
operations that were done in the calculation of the 
distance are performed on the strings. First the indi
cated rotation is performed to align the feature strings. 
The combination of insertions, deletions, and substi
tutions are then done, creating a composite string that 
represents the two original strings. Substitutions are 
performed by combining the two features in a fashion 
similar to a logical or operation. 

After mult.iple merges of similar features strings, the 
agglomerative feature string may contain all the infor
mation as~ociated with the strings that have been in
volved with the merging. It also can represent other 
images that were not merged. Shown in Figure 2a are 
three images with their individual and agglomerative 
feature strings. Also shown in Figure 2b is an image 
that was not involved in the merging operation but is 
represented by the agglomerative string. 

777 7 
TCFTAB TCCTBP TCCTBB 

~J/ 
TCF(C)TA(B)B(p) 

(a) 

TCFTBP 
(b) 

Figure 2: Agglomeration of Feature Strings 

Shown in Figure 3b is a section of a cluster hierar
chy. The images superimposed on clusters are repre
sentative of the corresponding subclasses. Figure 3a 
is a candidate image that is to be classified by search
ing the cluster hierarchy. As can be seen, the input 
image is very similar to two of the classes in the rule 
base, namely the twos and the sevens. In this case, a 
traversal of the cluster hierarchy is needed to correctly 
classify the candidate image as a seven. 

3 Implementation 

This section describes details of the implementation 
of the techniques discussed earlier. The system has 
been trained and tested on unconstrained handwritten 
digits, but can be extended to other image sets. All 
training and testing data are taken from handwritten 
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digits that occurred in ZIP Codes taken from a sam
ple of images of live mail [6]. Thus, the people that 
prepared the data did not know it would be used for 
this purpose. 

3.1 Feature Extraction 

The conversion from pixel images to syntactic feature 
strings is accomplished in three steps: chain code ex
traction, curvature calculation, and feature extraction. 
The chain code is extracted from both the inner and 
outer contour traces of each image. Directly from the 
chain code, a curvature value is calculated at each 
point along the contours. Noise introduced by the dig
itization process, pen fluctuations, and slight writer 
inconsistencies are removed by a smoothing function 
incorporated in the curvature calculation. 

The eight contour features shown in Figure 1a are 
defined by the degree of curvature at each point. Con
cave regions are assigned negative curvature values and 
convex regions are assigned positive curvature values. 
The feature set is split into three concave and five con
vex features. Each contour feature also has a direction 
and a location. Direction is quantized to eight com
pass points and location is defined by superimposing 
a 4 x 4 cartesian grid with the origin in the upper left 
corner, onto the bounding box of the image [1]. 

3.2 Clustering 

The clustering process is done by first creating an 
N x N similarity matrix for all distinct pairings of 
the N samples in the training data. Each row ri, 
1 ~ i ~ N of the matrix, is scanned, one at a time. 
The minimum distance dm = D(ril,rij), 2 ~ j ~ N, 
j # i is calculated for row rio The list of clusters 
that have been formed are also scanned, the list is ini
tially empty. The minimum dibtance de = D(ril, Ck), 
1 ~ k ~ C, where C is the number of clusters created 
so far, are calculated. If dm < de then a new clus
ter is formed with the two children being di1 and rij, 
otherwise di1 can be added to cluster Ck. 

Before a new cluster is formed, checks are made to 
insure that the image chosen to merge into the candi
date image does not fit better elsewhere. In every data 
set, there are always outliers present. Merging the best 
fit images into the outliers prevents those images from 
being clustered into a more appropriate cluster later in 
the process. Once rij is chosen, dek = min D(rij, ril), 
where 1 ~ I ~ N, i # N, I # j, the minimum dis
tance feature string to rij, is calculated. It would be 
expected that ril = ril. In the case where ril # ril, ril 



7 
Image to classify 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3: A portion of a cluster hierarchy 

is probably an outlier and should not be part of this 
cI lister. 

Once the first level of clusters is created, a similar 
process is followed to create the rest of the hierarchy. 
A similarity matrix for level n of the cluster hierarchy 
is created. All the cluster centers are computed and 
level n + 1 of the hierarchy is created. Each cluster is 
now an agglomeration of more specific cluster centers. 
No information is lost, so each cluster can be expanded 
into its constituent parts, all the way to the original 
feature strings. 

4 Recognition Results 

4.1 Nearest Neighbor 

A nearest neighbor classifier was constructed to test 
the performance of the similarity measure. A train
ing set of 12,000 handwritten digits and a testing set 
of 2711 handwritten digits were used. The nearest 
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neighbor classifier achieved a correct rate of 94% with 
a substitution rate of 6%. No provision was made for 
rejects. The execution time on a SUN-4 workstation 
was about 300 CPU seconds per digit because every 
unknown required 12,000 comparisons each time it was 
recognized. 

This performance is consistent with other classifiers 
trained and tested on the same data sets. Error cases 
were often due to segmentation deficiencies and true 
ambiguities. For example, in some cases, different peo
ple asked to identify the same digit would classify it 
differently. There is an arbitrary judgment as to when, 
for example, a zero becomes a six, a six a nine, or when 
a seven becomes a two. 

4.2 Branch and Bound of Cluster Hi
erarchy 

To perform recognition over all classes, a branch and 
bound search is initiated over the cluster hierarchies 



for each class. The clusters at the top of the hierar
chy are compared to the unknown, using the similarity 
measure. This is done by computing the distance be
tween the unknown and the agglomerative string that 
represents the cluster. The cluster that yields the min
imum distance is expanded and the descendants are 
placed on a queue. At each iteration, the queue is 
sorted by the distance to the unknown and the cluster 
center with the minimum distance is expanded. This 
is continued until one of the original training samples 
is reached that has the lowest cost. 

The performance of this method is comparable to 
the nearest neighbor algorithm. A 90 percent recogni
tion rate is achieved. Classification of an unknown is 
done in 168 comparisons on the average with an av
erage running time of 20 seconds per digit. This is 
a reduction of 93 percent over the nearest neighbor 
classifier. 

5 Conclusions and Remarks 

A methodology for recognizing syntactic patterns that 
retains nearly the complete power of a nearest neigh
bor classifier but requires significantly less computa
tion time was presented. A hierarchical clustering al
gorithm was used to generate a tree of clusters and 
a branch and bound search was executed on the tree. 
Experimental results showed that over a 93 percent re
duction in computation time was achieved and a cor
rect recognition rate of greater than 90 percent was 
maintained. 

Future work includes an investigation of the gen
eration of a rule base from the cluster hierarchy. The 
rule base would retain the information of the hierarchy. 
However, it would be searched by rule matching op
erations that are much more computationally efficient 
than a string distance measure. Preliminary work cur
rently under way has demonstrated the viability of this 
approach. 
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